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PE:
We begin the Autumn Term with a series of
fitness and games activities to set targets for

French:

the year. We will then further develop tactics

greetings, basic key questions and start

Science:
This term we will be exploring the topics

basic translation. We also revise months,

of light and classification. During the very

Tag Rugby, Basketball, Netball and Gymnastics.

days of the week, birthdays and colours.

practical light topic, we will be learning about

There are also opportunities in Badminton,

Pupils will learn how to pronounce and

the properties of light, how light travels and how

Cross Country and more!

write classroom objects and pencil case

shadows are formed. After half term, the science

items

changes focus from physics to biology where

This term in Year 6, we will be revising

by

creating

sentences

using

connective words.

and leadership skills in activity areas including

children learn about how scientists classify
animals and plants, how they have adapted over
time to suit their environment and what impact
environmental changes have on each species.

Computing:
This half term in Year 6, we will be looking
at E-safety. Focussing on being a good
digital citizen and communicating clearly in

Music:

a friendly manner online.

This term, the children will be learning how to play

RSHE:
This term we will learn how to use simple
strategies to manage our feelings and wellbeing, including stress. We also will be looking
at the benefits of having a positive mind set
and how this can influence their mental and
physical health.

different ostinato patterns. They will be reading,
During the second half term, we will be

identifying, playing and composing their own, using

learning all about game development! We

body percussion and cup rhythms. They will learn

will be planning, creating and testing our

about layers of percussive sound, and think about

creations to ensure that it achieves the

RE:

the pitch and timbre when building their pieces.

end goal. We will learn how to create our

They will build their knowledge of pulse and tempo

own multimedia games, using PowerPoints

and put together class compositions involving

multi-media and hyper texting capabilities.

movement and dynamics.

In RE, we will be learning about
Islam. This will involve learning
about daily life, places of worship
and religious occasions.

